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Section 1: Brief Title: CENTRIFUGE SCILOGEX, MODEL D2012

✔ Process

Hazardous Chemical

(Check One)
Hazard Class

Section 2: Describe Process, Hazardous Chemical or Hazard Class.
Review the MSDS, if not done so before commencing the analysis, to determine the protective equipment, spill cleanup, and disposal
protocols that are necessary.
HELP

HIDE

Do not centrifuge materials capable of developing flammable or explosive vapor. Avoid using any aggressive chemicals with the
rotors, buckets, or adaptors. This includes concentrated and mild alkalis, concentrated acids, solutions containing heavy-metal ions
such as mercury or copper, chlorinated hydrocarbons, and concentrated saline solutions. Organic solvents can also degrade plastic
test tubes.

Section 3: Potential Hazards.
Centrifuges have the capacity to be VERY dangerous, and care must be used each time a run is set up.
HELP

Centrifuges have the capacity to be VERY dangerous, and care must be used each time a run is set up.

HIDE

Tubes and bottles must be inspected before each use to make sure that they are in excellent condition, and it must be verified that
the tubes in use can withstand the g-force generated by the run conditions selected; seemingly minor flaws can lead to tube or rotor
failure at high g-forces, resulting in the loss of the sample and/or potential damage to the centrifuge itself while creating an unsafe
working environment. A tube may also fail if it is not the correct shape, or if an incompatible solvent/tube-material combination is
used.

Section
4: Personal
Protective
Be especially
careful with
glass tubes, Equipment.
and do not exceed the maximum speeds or forces recommended by the manufacturer.
Rotors should never be run empty; at least two filled tubes should be run in the rotor, even if they are just water filled blanks during a
Appropriate
protective equipment like respirators, face shield, goggles, lab coat, and gloves shall be used.
rotor coolingpersonal
run.
Risk assessment must be conducted to decide on the type of PPE required for the work.
HELP

HIDE

Continued on page 2...
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Section 5: Engineering Controls.
- This centrifuge is not explosion-proof. Never use explosive or flammable samples.
- Do not install the centrifuge in or near places where inflammable gases are generated or chemicals are stored.
HELP - Do not place dangerous materials within 30cm around the centrifuge.
- Prepare all necessary safety measures before using samples that are toxic, radioactive or contaminated with pathogenic
micro-organisms. Use of these is at your own responsibility.
- To avoid electrical shocks, insure hands are dry before handling the power cord or turn on/off the power switch.
- For safety purposes, do not enter within 30cm around this centrifuge when it is in operation.
HIDE
- While the rotor is rotating, never release the door lock. Unauthorized repairs, disassembly or modifying the centrifuge except by our
service center are strictly prohibited.

Section 6: Special Handling and Storage Requirements.
Samples are always run balanced, both in position and individual mass. This can be accomplished by opposing two equal weight
tubes/bottles on opposite sides of the rotor. If you only have one sample, you must use a second tube/bottle containing water and
HELP ensure that the weights/volumes of the two vessels are the same.

HIDE

Section 7: Spill and Accident Procedures.
a. Turn off the centrifuge, notify others in the laboratory and evacuate if necessary.
b. Post temporary hazard warning sign.
HELP c. Notify PI and departmental Safety Committee.

HIDE

7.1 Spills Inside the Centrifuge
Spills inside the centrifuge may occur from the failure of a tube or rotor. No operation of the centrifuge is allowed until the spill is
cleaned up.

7.1.1. Review the MSDS, if not done so before commencing the analysis, to determine the protective equipment, spill cleanup, and
disposal protocols that are necessary.
Section
8: Decontamination
Procedures.
7.1.2. Wear
appropriate personal protective
equipment, and contain the spilled material first using an appropriate spill kit.
7.1.3. Report the spill to the Instrumentation Technician, who will advise the user on the best way to clean up the spill.
The following methods can be used to decontaminate an individual:
7.1.4. If the spill was caused by glass tubes breaking under pressure, carefully remove all splinters and all ground glass from the
the buckets, the adapters, and the rotor chamber. Fine splinters of glass will scratch the surface of the rotors and buckets,
HELP rotor,
8.1 Decontamination of First Responder:
increasing the chance of corrosion.
8.1.1 Begin washing PPE of the first responder using soap and water solution and a soft brush. Always move in a downward motion
7.1.5. Record the spill and cleanup procedure in the autoclave log book.
(from head to toe). Make sure to get into all areas, especially folds in the clothing. Wash and rinse (using cold or warm water) until the
contaminant is thoroughly removed.
7.2 Spills Outside the Centrifuge
8.1.2 Remove PPE by rolling downward (from head to toe) and avoid pulling PPE off over the head. Remove the SCBA after other
HIDE Do not attempt to clean up a spill if you have not been properly trained, or if you are unsure of the proper procedures. Before using
PPE has been removed.
ANY hazardous materials, make sure you understand the proper clean-up procedure.
8.1.3 Place all PPE in labeled durable 6-mil polyethylene bags.
Determine if the spill is a major or minor spill.
7.2.1 For9:major
spills:Disposal Procedures.
Section
Waste
8.2 Decontamination
of Patient/Victim:
a) Evacuate the lab, close the doors, restrict the area, and notify others in the area of spill, including your supervisor and the
8.2.1 Remove the patient/victim from the contaminated area and into the decontamination corridor.
Use
of the centrifuge
itself does
not result in waste; however, Department guidelines must be followed for disposal of the substance to
Instrumentation
Technician
if possible.
8.2.2 Remove all clothing (at least down to their undergarments) and place the clothing in a labeled durable 6-mil polyethylene bag.
be
centrifuged.
Seealarm
the Laboratory
Safety
Manual
b) Activate
the fire
if there is risk
to the
safetyfor
ofmore
otherdetail.
people in the building.
8.2.3
Thoroughly
wash
and
rinse
(using cold or warm water) the contaminated skin of the patient/victim using a soap and water
HELP c) Be available to provide technical
information to emergency responders.
solution. Be careful not to break the patient/victim's skin during the decontamination process, and cover all open wounds.
8.2.4 Cover the patient/victim to prevent shock and loss of body heat.
7.2.2 For minor spills:
8.2.5 Move the patient/victim to an area where emergency medical treatment can be provided.
a) Attend to injured or contaminated personnel.
b) Restrict the area and notify others in the lab of the spill, including your supervisor and the Instrumentation Technician if possible.
HIDE
c) Take action to minimize the extent of the spill.
d) If flammable material is involved, turn of ignition sources (power, Bunsen burners).
e) Select and wear all appropriate personal protective equipment.
Section
10:
MaterialofSafety
Sheet Locations.
f) It is the
responsibility
the userData
of the hazardous
material to clean up the spill if he/she feels it is safe to do so.
g) All personal protective equipment must be disposed of correctly, and must not be worn outside the laboratory.
Material Safety Data Sheets are available online. Review the MSDS before commencing the analysis.
HELP h) Apply spill pillow/pads or other absorbent material, first around the outside of the spill, encircling the material, then absorb to the
center of the spill.
i) Dispose of all materials used to clean up the spill in a sealed container.
HIDE j) Label and dispose of all bags or containers as hazardous waste.
7.3 For chemical spills on the body:
a) Remove all contaminated clothing.
b) Flood exposed area with running water form a safety shower for at least 15 minutes.
c) Have another individual contact 911 to obtain medical attention.
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Section 11: Protocol(s):
HELP

Normal Operation
- Turn on the power switch; centrifuge will display the running interface last time after passing the self-diagnostic checks

HIDE

Set the operation program
Press the “Select” button to select required program. The value can be modified when the program is flashing. Rotate the
program button clockwise to increase value; anti-clockwise rotate the program button to decrease value.
Program button rotate faster, and the value increase faster. The minimum speed increment is 100 rpm, the minimum time
increment is 1 second.
Set the speed
- Press the “select” button until the speed rpm is displayed.
- When the speed button is selected, the speed symbol will flash the speed value.
- The minimum speed value you can set 500 rpm, the minimum increment is 100 rpm.
- Rotate program button clockwise to increase speed value; rotate the program button anti-clockwise to decrease speed value.
Set the time
- Press “Select” button, time value flashes in the time setting mode.
- Rotate the program button to set running time from 30 seconds to 99 minutes.
- When the time displays HD, this is a continuous running mode.
Start the operation
- Press “Start” button to start running.
- Timer will operate once the speed setting value is reached, the screen displays the remaining run time.
End the operation
- The centrifuge will break when it reaches the setting time or “Stop” button is pressed.
- When the rotor stops rotating, the centrifuge will stop beeping to alert the operation has finished.
- The door can be released automatically when the operation has stopped, or you can able to press the “Door” button to open it.
- After ending the operation, the program will store the setting parameters of this operation, and will recall these parameters when
restarting the program.
- Open the door and take out the samples.

For detailed information, refer to the instrument manual which is stored on the Remcho group WIKI.

